FIXED PAYOUT DISTRIBUTIONS
A RETIREMENT INCOME STRATEGY

Disclaimer on This Document
The descriptions and the illustrations, tables and graphs incorporated in this document are for
information and illustrative purposes only and are not intended as specific investment advice.
Information contained herein has been obtained from third party sources believed to be reliable but
have not been verified by the author of this piece. The author has made every attempt to be correct
and clear in the descriptions provided but does not warrant or make any representation regarding the
use or the results of this information contained herein in terms of its correctness, accuracy, timeliness,
reliability, or otherwise and does not accept and responsibility for any loss or damage that results from
its use.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual
funds, ETF’s and individual securities. Please thoroughly read any the prospectus of any offering before
investing. Any of the variable investments mentioned within this document are not guaranteed. Their
value changes frequently and past performance as illustrated in the document may not be repeated.
The indicated and illustrated rates of return, income, and investment values are the historical returns
and all income illustrations are shown on a pre-tax basis. The actual nature and tax treatment of the
distributions, along with the tax details of the unit holder will ultimately determine the after-tax results
and the end result, in terms of taxation, will vary on a year-to-year basis.
Investors should seek the advice of an investment professional before entering into any investment
including what is being described in this informational piece.

www.boomersblueprint.com “Your Retirement Income Blueprint”
111 Pulford Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba
204-949-4749 / 1-888-949-7743
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A “Comfortable” and Efficient Strategy
for Creating Retirement Income
When the time comes for investors to start income from their retirement assets, the common
approach used by the vast majority of investors and advisors is to create these payments
through what is referred to as a Systematic Withdrawal Plan (or SWP). Assume you are looking
to take income from your investments on a monthly basis. If you are using a SWP, a number of
mutual fund units or ETF shares are sold each month to create the amount of income you are
withdrawing. (For simplicity, when this article refers to “fund units”, this will also include ETF
shares) In theory, if markets are having more months of increasing values compared to months
of decreasing values, over time, less units on average are required to create the cash flow the
investor needs. However, in sideways or volatile markets such as we have experienced since
2007 (and it could be said that to some degree we have been in sideways equity markets since
2000) there is a danger of selling off units that have not increased in value or worse have
declined in value. This can have a negative impact on the number of units owned and, as a
result, the account value of the income-producing asset(s) as a whole. While it is true that
markets can and do rebound, remember that if we have been selling off units along the way,
any future increase in unit value from rising markets may be applied to a smaller number of
units. Account values can be impacted dramatically if withdrawals are being made from a
variable investment account at the same time it is experiencing negative returns. This risk issue
of making withdrawals from an account during years of flat and / or negative returns is detailed
in the book Your Retirement Income Blueprint (pages 66 – 68). So in the investment
environment that has prevailed since 2007, selling units of equity or balanced funds to create
the withdrawal, has often resulted in “selling low”.
The perception for most retirees is that their income-producing assets need to be invested in a
manner that allows them to continuously rise in value order to be able to “sell higher” and
thereby create the cash flow they need. This in turn would serve to help preserve the value of
their income-producing assets. But that strategy may be challenged and difficult to realize in
flat, volatile and negative markets (and this could involve bonds as well as equities). There are
many retirees whose first activities of each day include checking to see what the stock market is
doing. And with what has been going on in the markets over the last five years that can be a
very frustrating and stressful way to live. There are also many times through this period that
investors have looked at their current, quarterly investment statements only to find, to their
despair, that the rise in value they had experienced from the previous quarter (or year) has all
been “given back”. The fear then is that their income-producing assets are not going to sustain
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the cash flow required all the way through their retirement. Indeed, the “ghosts” of what
occurred in 2008 and 2009 still haunt the investment psychology of many investors who are
retired or are close to a retirement date.
But what if, instead of selling off units, shares or individual securities, we could just receive the
dividends from the stocks, the interest from the bonds and REITs and well as other income
generated by the diversified investments owned within the fund? That is the basis of the fixedpayout option for selected income and balanced funds which pay out fixed, monthly
distributions.
Think of this in the context of owning individual securities rather than fund units. If you own a
bond, you will receive interest from that bond. This will be paid to you irrespective of the daily
market value of the bond. If you own a dividend paying stock, you will receive dividends from
that stock. The dividends will be paid to you irrespective of the daily market value of the stock.
So with a combination of bonds and stocks you, as the investor will have regular and relatively
predictable cash flow from dividends and interest. You are not selling the asset to create the
cash flow you need. You are collecting the income from the assets. This is the way it works
with fixed-payout funds. The cash flow on the offerings we recommend, while not guaranteed,
has been consistent and is not based on the market value of the underlying investments.
It is also important to note that the management fee charged by the fund forms part of the
NAV or unit value. In other words, the cash flow generated from the distributions is not
reduced by the fee as is the case with most private investment counsel arrangements.
The capital invested is not guaranteed, nor are the payments. Historically, payouts have been
very consistent as fund managers do try to establish the “number of cents per unit” based on
what they believe to be sustainable receipts from the underlying investments combined with
growth of the assets over time. The amount of fixed payment can change in two different
ways. Historically, there have been situations where a fund has lowered the payout stream
after it has commenced. While this might be expected given the fall in traditional bond yields,
the goal of the fund manager is to be as consistent as possible with the amount of money paid
each month. The other way that payments may change is to the “upside”. Unit trusts are
required to pass through to unitholders the prorated amount of interest, dividends and realized
capital gains earned by the trust in a calendar year. There are years where, through actions of
the managers there are amounts of taxable distributions that end up being in excess of the
fixed payout amount. Usually these additional payments occur in the month of December.
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We have found this to be one of the best ideas for meeting the challenge of creating reliable
and sustainable income in this low-yield / high-volatility environment ... and our clients are
telling us that they are no longer focused on or stressed over the day to day movement of the
stock and bond markets. The fixed payout option uses income funds or balanced funds which
pay a set distribution of a number of cents, per unit, per month.
In the example below, we are investing into a fund with a unit value (NAV) of $10.00. Investing
$500,000 would purchase 50,000 units. The payout for this example is 4.5 cents, per unit, per
month. That will generate $2,250 per month which is $27,000 per year. On $500,000, that is
an equivalent yield equal to 5.4%.

Fixed Payout Mechanics
(example)
Capital to Invest

$500,000

Unit value of fund (NAV)

10.00

Units purchased

50,000

Cents / unit / month
Monthly income

4.5
$2,250.00
($27,000 / year)

Effective yield

5.4%

1. Distributions are based primarily on the estimation of anticipated
“inflows” from underlying investments.
2. Cash flow is based on “cents per unit”, and the number of units you
own … not on the market value of the assets. The number of units
does not change.
3. Fund fee calculated into the unit value (NAV). So, cash flow is not
reduced by fee.
4. There is also an anticipation of an increase in asset value, over time.
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The number of cents, per unit, per month, depends on the type of assets held within the
th fund
and the anticipated cash flow that will be generated. The chart below shows an example of a
“yield
ld spectrum” based on various funds and the type of assets they hold.

While each of these offerings is very well diversified, we have traditionally employed more than
one selection when putting together a portfolio for our clients. This has also allowed us to
target a specific yield depending on specific cash flow needs. It is also important to note that it
is NOT a case of higher yield being better
better. This is NOT like shopping for GIC’s. There is a direct
relationship between the assets held, the income generated and the account value of the
investment.
The monthly
onthly payout can be comprised of any combination of interest, dividends, trust
distributions
ons earned by the fund from bonds, dividend-paying
dividend paying stocks, REITs, real estate,
infrastructure, private equity etc. and may also include ‘return
return of capital’
capital (ROC). A detailed
description of return of capital appears at the end of this document. This is a very important
factor and must be managed well. This is also why we are discriminating and vigilant in whom
we recommend manage your money for this purpose. Return of capital paid from a nonregistered
ed account can result in a very tax-effective delivery of income.
The distributions can be paid directly to you on a monthly basis when using non
non-registered
accounts, should you want the income.
income The alternative is to re-invest
invest the distributions
distributi
in the
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fund, which results in purchasing more units. This in turn has the potential to increase the
effective payout in the future. This strategy is also well-suited to registered plans and TFSA’s.
For registered accounts, the fixed monthly distributions are directed into cash or a high-yield
account within the registered plan and it is from that specific account that the monthly
withdrawals occur. Again, we are not collapsing units to create the monthly income payment.
The table that follows shows the historical values of one of the offerings we employ. The initial
investment of $1,000,000 was made at the beginning of the year 2002 and the table shows
values to the end of 2013. The initial yield on this offering was 7%, creating an annual income
of $70,000. Since 2002, that is the minimum income that has been paid each year. In addition
to the income, there was asset appreciation up to 2006. In 2008 and 2009, the years of the
market crash, the account values dropped to an amount that was less than the initial
investment at the start of 2002. Yet there was no decrease in the amount of income paid out.
That is because the income paid is not based on the account value.

$1,000,000 Investment - January 2002

No units were surrendered to create the cash flow, even in the 2008 / 2009 period, so those
same units are still intact to deliver future income and to be allowed to grow with increases in
market values. To the end of 2013, the account value was $1,287,865 and the total income
paid out over that same twelve year period was $954,151. This is one illustration. We have
many examples of income and balanced funds we have used that perform in the same manner
through various market conditions. These illustrations show that the original amount of
monthly income was sustained through the markets of 2008 and 2009 and continues today at
the same level of payment.
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One of the obvious questions then, is “What would have happened if someone had started this
right before the crash of 2008 / 2009?” The following two charts show examples where the
client would have engaged this strategy in July 2008, immediately prior to the crash,
crash and
tracking the cash flow and account
ccount values to the end of December 2013
2013.

4%

5%
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As you can see in both illustrations there was no interruption to the fixed payout. In the first
example, a total of just over $210,000 of income was paid out and the account balance on Dec
31, 2013 was $1,052,528. That was on an initial yield of 4.0%.
The second example shows a lower account balance of $1,025,234 over the same time period,
(just before the 08 / 09 crash) but with a higher initial yield of 5.0, had paid out a total of
$280,000 in income payments over the same time period.
Remember in looking at these illustrations that they show the initial investments being made
just before the market crash of 2008 and 2009. It is the “worst case scenario” from a timing
standpoint and yet income has been paid consistently and the sum the total income payments
plus the capital balance meaningfully exceeds the original amount invested.
This is a strategy which can help you bridge the conflict between wanting security of income
with peace of mind, and needing a better yield than that which you can realize on ‘guaranteed’
assets. As an extra benefit, you don’t have to lock up your assets for five years or more in order
to get the target rate of return and you have flexibility to meet unexpected circumstances.
From a risk perspective, these types of funds are rated “medium” to “medium-low” to “low” by
prospectus.
So after 2008 and 2009 many people, in an attempt to preserve their income-producing assets,
have moved into cash or GIC’s. The problem of course is that with historically low interest
rates, yielding in the range of 1% to 2½% the income generated from this action is minimal. If
retirees can embrace the concept and mechanics of the fixed payout option, their cash flow
would be greatly improved. And for non-registered assets, the distributions can be far more tax
efficient than interest generated by GIC’s. What follows on the next page is an illustration,
starting January 2010 to the end of December 2013, for an offering we use which had an initial
yield of 5.0%. Again, through market moves up and down, the income has been consistent.
Total payments over the four years are more than $220,000 and in addition, the overall account
has experienced cumulative growth over the four years AFTER THE PAYOUT in excess of 11.5%.
There are very few, if any, GIC’s that have the same cumulative growth over the same time
period and that is WITHOUT paying any income.
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Again, the distributions in such a fund are not guaranteed and could possibly be revised
downward, and neither is the capital guaranteed. But that is why we stress the value of a wellmanaged income fund. We are confident that those managers will be diligent about estimating
achievable targets over the long term, and will not engage in deceptive “Return of Capital”
practices to create the illusion of performance when performance has not been achieved.

In regard to Return of Capital, these are the comments from of the primary investment
managers whose funds we recommend.
•
•

•
•

Across our income mandates, we aim to generate two-thirds of the distribution through
income/dividends and the rest through capital gains
The reason for the Return of Capital (ROC) component is due to:
o Accounting: we use expenses to shelter the highest taxed income (interest, then
dividend)
o We use capital losses to offset gains
o And we also use the capital gain refund mechanism
o Also there are unrealized gains in the portfolio that must be distributed out as
ROC
For the fund illustrated in the previous chart (page ), there was 0% interest distributed in
2011 even though the fund is made up of 50% fixed income due to these methods
Distributions in 2011 were roughly 50% ROC, however, it was not due to inability to
generate yield
9
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In Summary
Over time, whether you take the distributions as income or re-direct them to a guaranteed
account, you are securing your original capital with every monthly distribution that is made.
Such a fund can play a significant role in managing volatility but, as with any diversified
portfolio, should be only one component of the overall asset allocation model. We have found
these to be comfortable and effective solutions for delivering income. We are also quite
surprised how few consumers and advisors know about and make use of this option.
Instead of being overwhelmed with daily market movements and market forecasts which may
or may not come to pass, we are suggesting that you focus on income and portfolio strategies
that can deliver a comfortable and sustainable delivery of cash flow. Flat and volatile stock
markets combined with historically low interest rates have made this a very challenging time in
terms of creating retirement income. We agree with those money managers and economists
who believe that the current, slow growth and low interest rate environment will persist into
the next five to ten years as the world governments go through a period of addressing their
indebtedness while also trying to meet entitlement commitments that have been made. To
that end we are finding great acceptance and uptake on this strategy and solution. As is always
the case, every existing and potential client situation needs to be examined closely in order to
assess the fit for this or any other strategy. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss the
appropriateness for the use of this concept in the context of your situation.

Prepared for informational and educational purposes ONLY by
Diamond Retirement Planning Ltd.
111 Pulford Street,
Winnipeg, Manitoba
204-949-4747 / 1-888 -949 -4749
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Put your retirement payouts on auto pilot
By ROB CARRICK

Daryl Diamond's fixed payout strategy turns savings into an income-flow machine –
without worrying about how the principal is faring
One of the benefits of saving aggressively for retirement is how easy your investing decisions can be
when you stop working.
Retirement planner Daryl Diamond uses a strategy that basically amounts to putting some or all of
your retirement savings into a fixed monthly payout mutual fund and then living off the income flow
without touching your principal or stressing about the markets.
"Although it's not guaranteed, historically this has been a pretty reliable and sustainable way to
deliver income," Mr. Diamond said. "You don't have to get up and see what the stock market is doing
in the morning because it's not based on the value of your account."
When you're investing in your preretirement years, your main goal is to maximize returns subject to
limits imposed by age and risk tolerance. Once retired, the objective shifts to a large extent from
growth to generating income from your investments.
One option for deriving income from investments is to use a systematic withdrawal plan, where you
slowly and gradually sell your holdings to fund your income needs. The problem with doing is that
you may be forced to sell funds or stocks when they're way down in price. When the markets rise,
you'll have less money to benefit from the turnaround.
Mr. Diamond's fixed payout strategy turns your retirement savings into an income-producing engine.
You live off the income flow and leave your principal alone. What your investment is worth at any
given moment is of no practical concern.
The more you save for retirement, the more plausible it is that you'll be able to live off the flow of
income and not touch your principal. Of course, you can live primarily off income and sell
investments periodically if required.
The sort of monthly income funds used by Mr. Diamond are available by the hundreds in the mutual
fund and exchange-traded fund worlds. These funds typically hold a mix of dividend stocks,
government, corporate and high-yield bonds and, sometimes, preferred shares. In taxable accounts,
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the cash distributed every month may include a mix of interest income, dividends, return of capital
and capital gains.

It would be more tax-efficient in non-registered accounts to hold just dividend-paying stocks. But the
point of monthly income funds is to create an income flow from a diversified portfolio suited to all
types of market conditions. In any case, a monthly income fund outside a registered plan will result
in less tax owing than a bond or term deposit.
Even with bond and cash holdings that typically account for 40 to 50 per cent of the portfolio,
monthly income funds can produce yields far in excess of what individual bonds and GICs offer. Mr.
Diamond strongly believes that yields of 5 to 5.5 per cent are sustainable in today's environment.
Yield in this case is based on the past 12 monthly payouts expressed as a percentage of the net
asset value of the fund, or NAV. Let's take CI Signature High Income1, one of the four monthly
income funds used by Mr. Diamond, as an example. It pays 7 cents of income every month for every
unit you own. The recent unit price was $14.42, which means a yield of 5.8 per cent.
This yield figure is only relevant if you can count on the fund to keep paying out income at the same
rate as it did in the past. Mr. Diamond stressed that there are no guarantees, but CI Signature High
Income has not paid less than 7 cents a unit each month since the beginning of 2008, before the
financial crisis began.
Sustainability of the monthly payout is the top consideration in selecting a monthly income fund. As
well as looking at whether the payout has ever been cut, Mr. Diamond considers the extent to which
a return of capital is present in the distributions.
Return of capital refers to cash over and above the taxable income generated by the investments in
a fund. Each return of capital payment has the effect of lowering the cost that you will use at some
point in the future to calculate your capital gain (or loss) when you sell your investment.
There are structural reasons why monthly income fund distributions typically include a small return of
capital, none of which should be a concern. Be much more cautious of funds that use a return of
capital to pump up monthly payouts beyond what the underlying flow of bonds and interest justify.
Worst case, a fund in this situation will start declining in value and cut the monthly payout to a more
sustainable level.
The mutual funds used by Mr. Diamond have managed to increase their unit price while sustaining
their payouts. CI Signature High Income has a 10-year annualized return of 9.7 per cent, a little more
than double the average for its competitors in the global neutral balanced category.
Monthly income funds are classified by whether their holdings are tilted to stocks over bonds, and
whether they mainly hold securities issued in Canada or take a global approach. The categories
where you'll typically find monthly income funds include Canadian neutral and equity balanced and
global neutral and equity balanced.
The stock markets have been strong recently, and that makes systematic withdrawal plans look
better than they did a few years ago. Mr. Diamond said that if you can stand the ups and downs, a
systematic plan can work as well as his fixed payout strategy. "That's why I don't say this approach
is better," he said. "I say it's more comfortable."
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The Fixed Payout Approach to Retirement Income
Here are four monthly income mutual funds that retirement planner Daryl Diamond uses to generate
a flow of retirement income for clients

Fund

CI Signature High Income5
CI Signature Diversified Yield6
Dynamic Strategic Yield7
Dynamic Alternative Yield8

Assets

MER

Unit

Mnth

Yld

1-yr

3-yr

5-yr

($-mil)

(%)

Price

pay-

(%)

% rtn

% rtn

% rtn

($)

out

14.42
10.43
14.01
10.52

(¢)
7
5
5.5
5.5

5.83
5.75
4.69
6.27

11.6
12.3
5.3
5.9

10.5
6.9
8.6
n/a

6.7
n/a
n/a
n/a

4,520
1,590
5,114
397

1.6
2.34
2.28
2.49

The Mechanics of the Fixed Payout Strategy
Investment
Unit value of fund
Units bought
Monthly payout per unit
Monthly income
Annual income
Effective yield

$500,000
$10
50,000
4.5 cents
$2,250
$27,000
5.40%
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Supplemental Information and Detail - Explaining “Return of Capital” (ROC)
Return of Capital: Separating the Good from the Bad
Investors in mutual funds, ETFs, REITs and Income Trusts often see on their tax slips amongst the different types of
income the curiously titled Return of Capital (ROC). It is natural for the investor to wonder if he or she is simply
being given his or her money back as a kind of false income. Let us see how ROC comes about to decide if it is good
or bad.
Return of Capital consists of distribution amounts in excess of net income. Sometimes that's good, sometimes it's
bad. Part of the answer depends on taxation.
ROC Tax Rules: ROC, as identified on T3 slips in box 42, is not taxable. Instead of reporting the ROC as income on a
tax return, investors receiving a distribution containing ROC must reduce the fund's Adjusted Cost Base by the
amount of the ROC. When the fund holding is later sold, the difference between selling price and the Adjusted
Cost Base becomes a capital gain on the investor's tax return. Two good things are accomplished for the investor deferral of tax on the ROC portion of the distribution till sale of units and receipt of that ROC distribution income
as a capital gain. However, it is possible that years of ROC distributions will reduce the ACB to zero. Any ROC
received after ACB reaches zero must be reported in the tax return for the year of receipt as a capital gain, as
TaxTips.ca notes in Tax treatment of income from investments in income trusts.
Part of the good vs bad ROC answer also depends on Where ROC comes from:
1) Depreciation in REITs: The primary source of ROC in REITs is Capital Cost Allowance, the amount that the
Canada Revenue Agency permits the REIT to deduct for depreciation. According to the Deloitte REIT Guide the REIT
generally includes in the distribution an amount labelled as ROC equal to the CCA. Page 9 of the Guide pdf shows
how the accounting works.
In terms of being good or bad for the investor, the key point noted by Deloitte is that "Although a REIT claims a
deduction for CCA, this is in no way representative of the actual deterioration of its assets; it is simply the
prescribed rate at which the taxing authorities will allow real estate owners to amortize their acquisition cost." If
the REIT maintains its facilities, there is no reason the economic value of its building assets should decline, nor
should the REIT's stock market price decline as a result.
Due to tax deferral and receipt distribution income as a capital gain, ROC in REITs is beneficial when its source is
depreciation and when the real estate property maintains its value.

2) Index Mimicking in ETFs: There are two sources of ROC in ETFs. One source is simply that some ETFs may
contain REITs. When ROC income is received by the ETF it passes such income along in its original form to
shareholders within the ETF distributions, so refer to the explanation for REITs as to how and why ROC occurs in
this case.
The other source of ROC in ETFs arises when large institutional investors pay in funds to the ETF managers like
iShares' BlackRock, Claymore and BMO to create new ETF units, which are blocks of shares in the underlying
companies of the ETF. (We individual retail investors do not create or redeem units when we buy or sell shares on
the stock market; we merely buy or sell shares from other investors.) In order to maintain payout rates as close as
possible to the index the ETF aims to track (e.g. iShares' S&P TSX 60 (symbol XIU) should distribute about 2.7%
annually according to its Index quoted on TMX.com), the ETF will distribute some of the new cash to all - both new
and existing, institutional and individual - ETF shareholders. Effectively, some of what would have been dividend
income for existing shareholders is transformed into ROC. That's good ROC.
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3) Unrealized Capital Gains in Mutual Funds - As accountant Jamie Golombek explains in Return of Capital, an
equity mutual fund with sufficient cash on hand and with an unrealized capital gain at the end of a year, may
decide to pay out some or all of that gain. Since no sale of the underlying share holdings occurs, the distribution is
not a capital gain and since the distribution also exceeds income, it is treated as ROC. Assuming the investor wants
the cash, this kind of ROC is good.

4) Bad ROC aka Giving the Investor's Capital Back - At other times, funds may actually distribute some of the
original capital of the fund to shareholders without having any gains or income to justify the distribution. That's
bad. The fund may do this to maintain a promised distribution schedule. Often this occurs under the disguise label
of "tax-efficient fund" according to Jamie Golombek. The only way to really tell apart good from bad is the
investor's usual obligation - to look at the financial statements to find the source of the ROC.
The bottom line for differentiating good from bad ROC is to determine whether it results from accounting
treatment or from economic reality, i.e. whether it is a superficial or a real return of capital since both are possible.

***********

Disclaimer on This Document
The descriptions and the illustrations, tables and graphs incorporated in this document are for
information and illustrative purposes only and are not intended as specific investment advice.
Information contained herein has been obtained from third party sources believed to be reliable but
have not been verified by the author of this piece. The author has made every attempt to be correct
and clear in the descriptions provided but does not warrant or make any representation regarding the
use or the results of this information contained herein in terms of its correctness, accuracy, timeliness,
reliability, or otherwise and does not accept and responsibility for any loss or damage that results from
its use.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual
funds, ETF’s and individual securities. Please thoroughly read any the prospectus of any offering before
investing. Any of the variable investments mentioned within this document are not guaranteed. Their
value changes frequently and past performance as illustrated in the document may not be repeated.
The indicated and illustrated rates of return, income, and investment values are the historical returns
and all income illustrations are shown on a pre-tax basis. The actual nature and tax treatment of the
distributions, along with the tax details of the unit holder will ultimately determine the after-tax results
and the end result, in terms of taxation, will vary on a year-to-year basis.
Investors should seek the advice of an investment professional before entering into any investment
including what is being described in this informational piece.
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